
Chiasmus

What is chiasmus? Here’s a quick and simple definition:

Chiasmus is a figure of speech in which the grammar of one
phrase is inverted in the following phrase, such that two key
concepts from the original phrase reappear in the second
phrase in inverted order. The sentence "She has all my love;
my heart belongs to her," is an example of chiasmus.

Some additional key details about chiasmus:

• Symmetry is key to chiasmus, but the repeated phrases need not
be exactly symmetrical. So, a latter phrase might be a much
longer elaboration of the preceding phrase that it echoes.

• Chiasmus is related to the figure of speech antimetabole.

• Chiasmus derives from the Greek for "a placing crosswise,
diagonal arrangement."

Chiasmus PrChiasmus Pronunciaonunciationtion
Here's how to pronounce chiasmus: kigh-azaz-muss

UnderUnderssttanding Chiasmusanding Chiasmus
Chiasmus can be tricky to grasp at first, so here's a closer look at its
most important elements.

The "RThe "Repeepeaatted Conced Concepeptts" in Chiasmus Can Be Contrs" in Chiasmus Can Be Contrasastingting

While many examples of chiasmus use synonymous concepts,
chiasmus can also involve opposite or contrasting concepts. For an
example of chiasmus with synonymous ideas, look at this simple
sentence. "Walked" is a synonym for "ambled," and "tiredly" is a
synonym for "drowsily."

We walked tiredly; drowsily, we ambled along toward the
hotel.

The next sentence, on the other hand, is a case of chiasmus that uses
concepts that contrast with one another:

My heart burned with anguish, and chilled was my body
when I heard of his death.

While the speaker's reference to his heart is a way of describing an
emotional experience, when he talks about his body he is describing
a physical experience. So while the heart and body may not be exact
opposites, they're related yet contrasting ideas. "Burned" and
"chilled," on the other hand, are direct opposites. The result is an

interesting use of chiasmus in which physical sensations—hot and
cold—are used to describe both emotional and physical sensations.

Chiasmus Depends on InvChiasmus Depends on Inverterted Wored Word Ord Orderder

One reason chiasmus is rare is that it depends on inverting the order
of related concepts. So, although it's common to come across
repeated concepts and syntax in a sentence, those examples might
not be chiasmus. For instance, it's tempting to think this Walt
Whitman quote is chiasmus:

I may be as bad as the worst, but, thank God, I am as good
as the best.

After all, Whitman repeats the concepts of good/bad, and best/worst
to convey that he has virtues as well as vices. But notice that the
grammatical structure is duplicated ("bad as the worst," "good as the
best") without any inversion of the syntax, so it's not chiasmus. Were
the sentence phrased instead as, "I may be as bad as the worst, but,
thank God, compared to the best I am just as good," that would make
it an example of chiasmus. However, this inversion of the original
phrasing sounds pretty awkward. That tendency toward awkward
phrasing is one reason why chiasmus is not very common.

If ConcIf Concepeptts Ars Aren't Ren't Relaelatted, It'ed, It's Nos Not Chiasmust Chiasmus

An important rule to keep in mind when trying to identify examples of
chiasmus is this: it's not chiasmus unless the concepts involved are
somehow related. This isn't always easy to determine, since there are
no hard and fast rules about what makes concepts related, but
consider the following sentence, which isn't chiasmus despite its use
of a repetition with inverted grammar.

Eleanor loved a good cup of coffee. Mike was also an object
of her adoration.

In this example, Eleanor's love of something appears in both
sentences, but Mike just isn't similar to a cup of coffee, nor is he the
opposite of a cup of coffee. So even though this example shows the
proper way to invert the grammar, this isn't a good example of
chiasmus.

RRelaelatted Conced Concepeptts in Chiasmus Can Ges in Chiasmus Can Get Crt Creeaativtivee

In chiasmus, related concepts might not be as simple as "heart" and
"love," or "burned" and "chilled." On the contrary, the concepts can be
conveyed in extended, complex, and artful phrases. Take a look at
Genesis 7:21-22:

And all flesh died that moved upon the earth, both of fowl,
and of cattle, and of beast, and of every creeping thing that
creepeth upon the earth, and every man: All in whose
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nostrils was the breath of life, of all that was in the dry land,
died.

In this passage about a flood that covered the entire surface of the
earth, life on earth is summarized as fowl, cattle, beast, humankind,
and "every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth." Then, in the
following clause, "All in whose nostrils was the breath of life" is used
as another phrase to refer to all life on earth. Likewise, "all that was in
the dry land, died" is just another way of saying what was already
stated at the start of the first clause: "all flesh died that moved upon
the earth."

Note that though the grammatical structures are symmetrical in this
example, the lengths of the phrases are not. So, in chiasmus, one
phrase might be far longer than its parallel phrase.

Chiasmus Can Sound Old FChiasmus Can Sound Old Fashionedashioned

When Yoda gives advice to Luke Skywalker, what makes his advice
memorable is its curious grammar (as in, "When you look at the dark
side, careful you must be"). Chiasmus can have a similar effect. Notice
the Yoda-esque quality of the second phrase here:

She went to church, but to the bar went he.

"To the bar went he" seems to belong more to the lexicon of nursery
rhymes than everyday speech, sounding less natural and more
antiquated. This is one reason chiasmus is found more often formal
or stylized contexts, as opposed to everyday conversation or more
informal writing.

Chiasmus vs. AntimeChiasmus vs. Antimettaboleabole
Chiasmus is closely related to another figure of speech called
antimetabole. They're so similar, in fact, that the term chiasmus is
often used to describe things that are actually examples of
antimetabole. Here are the key differences between the two terms,
summarized:

• AntimeAntimettaboleabole involves the inverted repetition of words or
phrases.

• ChiasmusChiasmus involves the repetition of similar concepts within a
repeated and inverted grammatical structure, but not necessarily
the repetition of the same words.

So an example of antimetabole would be, "It's nice to be important
but it's more important to be nice."

Chiasmus ContChiasmus Contains Antimeains Antimettaboleabole

If you look around the Internet, you'll find that there's a lot of
disagreement over whether or not antimetabole is a type of
chiasmus. The two sides of the argument can be summed up in this
way:

• Stricter definitions of chiasmus maintain that it never involves the
repetition of the same words, which would mean that
antimetabole could not be a type of chiasmus.

• Most definitions of chiasmus hold that it can involve the
repetition of words, in which case antimetabole would be a type
of chiasmus.

First, it's worth it to know that this debate exists. Second, we think it
makes sense to go with the majority view and treat antimetabole as a
specific type of chiasmus. In that view, all examples of antimetabole
are also examples of chiasmus, but not all examples of chiasmus are
examples of antimetabole.

Chiasmus EChiasmus Exxamples in Litamples in Litereraaturturee
Chiasmus is not a particularly common figure of speech in literature
because it can often create language that feels formal or even stilted.
Even so, it does appear occasionally in prose and, more often, in
poetry, to produce a lyrical and balanced effect.

Chiasmus in John MiltChiasmus in John Milton'on'ss PPararadise Ladise Losostt
The epic poem Paradise Lost has a number of instances of chiasmus.
In these lines, "Adam" parallels "Eve," and "men" parallels "women."
Chiasmus gives the lines a compact and pleasing pattern, as well as a
lilting cadence.

Adam, first of men,
To first of women, Eve

The excerpt from Paradise Lost below also has a pleasing sense of
unity. Love and grace are related concepts, while "Without end" and
"without measure" both convey endlessness.

In his face
Divine compassion visibly appeerd
Love without end, and without measure Grace

Chiasmus in WChiasmus in Walt Whitman'alt Whitman'ss Song of MyselfSong of Myself
In this excerpt from one of Whitman's most famous poems, he brings
in chiasmus at the close of a number of other lines that use different
figures of speech related to balance and repetition (in this case
parallelism and diacope):

The city sleeps and the country sleeps,
The living sleep for their time, the dead sleep for their time,
The old husband sleeps by his wife and the young husband
sleeps by his wife;
And these tend inward to me, and I tend outward to them.
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"Tend[ing] inward" refers to the way others' experiences permeate the
speaker's consciousness. "Tend[ing] outward" refers to the way that
the speaker leans toward the rest of humanity. Inward and outward
are examples of concepts that are related through their opposition to
one another. This example stresses the poem's theme of
interconnectedness.

Chiasmus in Kay RyChiasmus in Kay Ryan'an's "He Lit a Firs "He Lit a Fire with Icicles"e with Icicles"

In this poem by Kay Ryan, chiasmus shows up quite naturally in the
explanation of St. Sebolt's miracle: lighting a fire with icicles. The
phrase, "He struck/ them like a steel/ to flint," expands on the
preceding phrase "lit a fire," to give the reader a more vivid image of
the splendid fire-making icicles.

This was the work
of St. Sebolt, one
of his miracles:
He lit a fire with
icicles. He struck
them like a steel
to flint, did St.
Sebolt...

Notice how the inclusion of the intervening words "one / of his
miracles," doesn't prevent this from counting as an example of
chiasmus.

Chiasmus in ShakChiasmus in Shakespeespearare'e'ss OthelloOthello
In this example from Othello, Iago plants the notion in Othello's mind
that his wife is unfaithful. The two clauses echo each other through
synonyms: the verbs "dote" and "love" mirror each other, while the
verbs "doubt" and "suspect" are also parallels.

But, oh, what damned minutes tells he o'er
Who dotes, yet doubts, suspects, yet strongly loves...

Chiasmus EChiasmus Exxamples in Speechesamples in Speeches
The most common use of chiasmus is as antimetabole that appears
in speeches. Antimetabole's simplicity, emphatic effect, and knack for
turning a phrase in an unexpected direction all make it a more
popular tool in speechwriting.

Here are a few examples of chiasmus that are also examples of
antimetabole from famous speeches:

• "Let us never negotiate out of fear, but let us never fear to
negotiate." -John F. Kennedy

• "We shape our buildings, and afterward our buildings shape us." -
Winston Churchill

• "We were elected to change Washington, and we let Washington
change us." -John McCain

Chiasmus EChiasmus Exxamples in Ramples in Religious Teligious Teexxttss
Chiasmus is much more common in many religious passages,
particularly in the Christian Bible. In this context, the formality of
chiasmus lends itself to the formality of the text.

Chiasmus in PChiasmus in Psalms 3:7-8salms 3:7-8

These verses from Psalm 3 give a more complex example of
chiasmus. The passage can be broken down into several parallel
phrases. The second clause makes more specific and dramatic the
content of the first clause: not only has God "smitten" all the speaker's
enemies, he has broken their teeth. And not only are they the
speaker's enemies, they are furthermore "wicked." Jehovah parallels
God, and "Save me" parallels "the salvation." (This passage is also an
example of epanalepsis, a figure of speech in which the beginning of
a clause or sentence is repeated at the end of that same clause or
sentence)

Save me, O my God, for thou has smitten all my enemies on
the cheek-bone; The teeth of the wicked thou has broken; to
Jehovah, the salvation.

Chiasmus in The Book of Mormon, Mosiah 3:18-19Chiasmus in The Book of Mormon, Mosiah 3:18-19

These verses from The Book of Mormon use chiasmus to build an
argument for embracing God. In this passage, every single phrase is
mirrored by a related phrase. The pattern chiasmus creates here
serves to reiterate and elaborate upon ideas. For instance, "become
as little children" is expanded, at the end of the passage, to mean,
"submissive, meek, humble, patient, full of love, willing to submit to
all things."

But men drink damnation to their souls except they humble
themselves and become as little children, and believe that
salvation was, and is, and is to come, through the atoning
blood of Christ, the Lord Omnipotent. For the natural man is
an enemy to God, and has been from the fall of Adam, and
will be, forever and ever, unless he yields to the enticing of
the Holy Spirit, and putteth off the natural man, becometh a
saint through the atonement of Christ the Lord, and
becometh as a child submissive, meek, humble, patient, full
of love, willing to submit to all things.

Chiasmus in the QurChiasmus in the Quran, 6:95an, 6:95

This example of chiasmus in the Quran is also an example of
antimetabole. In this verse, chiasmus is used to stress Allah's
omnipotence, as everything on earth is encompassed in "the living"
and "the dead."

He brings forth the living from the dead, and it is He who
brings forth the dead from the living.
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Writers use chiasmus to present and elaborate upon an idea, to
persuade and move an audience, and to lend a harmonious quality
to writing through organized, but not always exact, repetition.

Chiasmus Can PrChiasmus Can Presentesent, then Deepen, an Ide, then Deepen, an Ideaa

When chiasmus involves repeated concepts rather than simply
repeated words (as in antimetabole), the structure can allow an idea
to be deepened or expanded in the latter clauses. Take this sentence:

All the schoolchildren were cruel. Killing ants, pinching legs,
and stomping on flowers were the favorite habits of the
children.

The first half uses the adjective "cruel," which is abstract. The second
half elaborates on that cruelty, adding valuable and concrete detail
and imagery. Note that the halves aren't of symmetrical length—the
second half incorporates a much longer element.

Chiasmus is a PChiasmus is a Perersuasivsuasive, Dynamic Te, Dynamic Tool of Rheool of Rhettoricoric

Like all figures of speech based on repetition, chiasmus can be a tool
to craft persuasive rhetoric. It's used to reiterate concepts, to
condense a complex idea to a manageable size, and to draw
connections between contrasting ideas. Though not terribly
common, chiasmus appears in various forms, from axioms ("It's hard
to make time, but to waste it is easy") to rousing rhetoric, often in the
form of antimetabole ("Ask not what your country can do for you, ask
what you can do for your country). Furthermore, inverted grammar

can bring a sense of gravity to a sentence (What is stolen without
remorse, with guilt must be repaid).

• Wikipedia PWikipedia Pagagee on Chiasmus:on Chiasmus: A useful but diffuse description of
chiasmus, with few examples.

• DicDictionartionaryy..ccomom Definition of Chiasmus:Definition of Chiasmus: A handy, bitesize
definition of the term.

• SSttar Tar Tribuneribune ArticleArticle:: A clever, light piece on the difference
between antimetabole and chiasmus.

• Chiasmus in the Book of MormonChiasmus in the Book of Mormon bby John Wy John W. Welch:. Welch: Although
only about appearances of chiasmus in the the Book of Mormon,
this well-written article explores the interesting effects of
chiasmus.
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